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Measuring:
Define it and measure it.
Accountability

Full-filled mission
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“

If you can measure that of which
you speak and express it in
numbers, you know something
about the subject; but if you cannot
measure it, your knowledge is of a
very meager and unsatisfactory
kind.

”

Lord Kelvin

Balanced Scorecard
 Suggests that implementation of the
organization’s mission and strategies be
viewed from 4 perspectives and that metrics
be developed in each of those areas:
Members and Community
Operational Processes
Learning and Growth
Financial

• “To succeed

financially,
how should we
appear to our
members”

Financial

Internal
Business
Process

• “To satisfy our
members and
the community,
at which
operational
process must we
excel?”

Vision & Mission
• “To achieve our
vision, how
should we appear
to our members
and potential
members?”

Members
and
Community

Learning
and Growth

• “To achieve our
vision, how will
we sustain our
ability to change
and improve?”
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Balanced Scorecard

Stewardship
WHY numbers matter

Overview
Mission and Budgets
Financial Statements as a
statement of mission
Ratios and what they tell us
Best Practices
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Why Measure
Establishes your current position
Communicates movement/direction to stakeholders
Serves as a catalyst to change
Clarifies expectations
Determines your priorities
You can’t manage what you don’t measure
Enables accountability
Influences deliberate behavior
Provides early warning signs

that can be counted
“ Everything
does not necessarily count;
everything that counts cannot
necessarily be counted.

”

Albert Einstein

Dangers of Measuring
Self Affirmation
Pride in numbers
Bigger is not always better
Can Create competition
Metrics addiction
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Financial Reports


How we create
them
• Modify last years
budget
• Straight line it

What they tell
us
• How much was
received
• How we spent it
• Comparison to
Budget/Last Year

What they
don’t tell us
• Where it came
from
• Why it came
• How it was used
for mission

What is the Story?

Change in Congregations by
Average Worship Attendance
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ELCA Membership

Congregation Totals for ELCA

Regular Giving by Members (in millions)
Baptized membership (in thousands)
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Baptized Members and Average
Weekly Attendance
3636.948

3580.402

3533.956

3483.336

3444.041

3259.371

3,500
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3002.27

3,000
2,500
2,000
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1330.709
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1,000
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Confirmed Members

2008
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Avg Weekly Worship Attendance

Ratios and Best
Practice
Some Common Ratios and What they tell us.

“ You get what you

measure. Measure the
wrong things and you get
the wrong behaviors
John Lingle, PhD., Metrus Group

”
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Financial Ratios

Comparative Ratios
Horizontal
Analysis

Absolute

Percentage

Comparative Ratios
• Assess church’s financial health
• Identify areas for improvement
• Good steward of resources
Liquidity
Ratios

Activity
Ratios

Leverage
Ratios

Profitability
Ratios

Measure the
ability of a
company to
remain in
business

Indicator of the
quality of
management
and reveal how
well
management is
utilizing
company
resources.

Reveal the
extent to which
a company is
relying upon
debt to funds it
operations, and
its ability to
pay back the
debt

Measures how
well a company
performs in
generating a
profit.
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Current ratio
Consequences:

 Definition: Divides bills
that must be paid within
a year into the amount of
cash available

 Measures the
amount of
liquidity available
to pay for current
liabilities

 Results:

Minimum: No less
than 1
Optimum: between
1.5 and 2

Net income ratio
 Definition: The change
in Unrestricted Net
assets to Unrestricted
revenues
 Results:
Minimum: No less
than 1

Consequences:
 Indicates whether
the results of your
operations are
positive or
negative

Optimum: between
1.5 and 2

Donor giving curve
 Definition: gather 52
weeks’ of donors’ budget
fits and the ages of the
donors: add the donors’
fits into 10 year age
brackets; plot the gift
totals on a graph

Consequences:
Move graph forward
10-15 years and
determine financial
viability

 Results:
Bell curve should peak
with the 50 – 59
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Giving per adult per week
 Definition: Divide weekly
budget receipt by total
Sunday worship attendance

Consequences:
If average is $25 or
less then the church
is in financial peril:
the financial
healthiest churches
are $40+ per week
and growing year
over year

 Results:
Minimum: $30 per person
per week for low-end
sustainable ministry
Optimum; $40-$55 per
person per week for
growing ministry

Expenses per adult per week
 Definition: Divide total
cash expense by the
average adult attendees
or giving units
 Results:
Uses the concept of
giving unit.
Must set a minimum
contribution threshold

Consequences:
 Can be used with peer
group comparison as
well as trends
 If subtracted from
total contributions
per attendee you can
see if contributions
cover costs per
individual

Budget percentages
 Definition: Determine what
percent of your annual
budget goes to the 3
categories of church
expenses
 Results:
Building: about 20%
Staffing: about 50%
Programming: about 30%

Consequences:
 Building: if to low –
deferring maintenance;
to high – more than you
can support
 Staffing: if too low – not
sufficient ; to high – not
using enough volunteers
 Programming: if too low
– cutting the reason for
being; too high -
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Debt to Budget
 Definition: Total Debt
divided by Total
Annual Budget

Consequences:
 The higher the
ratio the less
financial margin
you have.

 Results:

 Churches must
have a margin to
hedge against
financial
downturns and
opportunities.

Maximum: Less
than 200%
Optimum: Less
than 100%

Mandatory Debt service to
contributions
 Definition: Annual Debt
Payment divided by
unrestricted
contributions

Consequences:

 Results:

 Churches must have
a margin to hedge
against financial
downturns and
opportunities.

 The higher the ratio
the less financial
margin you have.

Maximum: Covenant
level
Optimum: Less than
covenant level

Debt Coverage
 Definition: Change in
cash divided by
mandatory debt payment
 Results:
Debt covenants
typically have a
required score of 1.1 –
1.2

Consequences:
 this ratio is used to
determine how many
times a church would be
able to cover its current
annual debt obligations
from current operations.
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Debt to cash in bank
 Definition: Total amount
of debt divided by
average 3 month bank
balance
 Results:

Consequences:
 The more cash you
have the better
interest rate you can
get for you debt.

Minimum: Not to
exceed 4:1
Optimum: less than
3:1

Debt per average
attendee/giving unit
 Definition: Total amount
of debt divided by
average adult attendees
 Results:
Will vary based on
philosophy, location,
age, size and
demographics

Consequences:
 This measure shows
how much of the
church’s debt each
attendee or giving unit
is carrying.

Cash reserves to annual
budget
 Definition: Divide total
unrestricted cash
reserves by annual
budget

Consequences:

 Results:

 Having too much
reserve can lead
members to hold back
giving.

Minimum: One month
of the annual budget
Optimum: three
months’ of the annual
budget

 Not having sufficient
reserves can lead to
financial hardship
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Receipts & expenses ratios of
actual to budget
 Definition: Divide actual to
budget
 Results:
Annual receipts should
be 95% - 100% of the
budget goal
Annual expenses should
be less than annual
receipts to give positive
cash flow of 2% - 5%

Consequences:

 Receipts – if fall
outside 95% - 100%
then may have a
budgeting issues
 Expenses – can exceed
revenues for 1 or 2
years, but more is a
sign of poor budgeting
or lack of control over
expenses.

Designated Funds
 Definition: The major
ministry areas should have
at least ½ their annual
budget designated for their
ministry.
 Results:
Minimum: at least ¼ of
annual budget for the
major ministry areas
Maximum – No more
than the entire budget

Consequences:
 Ministries should and
must rely on their
budget to accomplish
the main tasks
 Should have funds to
use for things
unbudgeted
 Could undermine
gifts to the budget

Non Financial Measures
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Evangelistic effectiveness:
12 “conversions” per year for every 100
in average attendance.

Retention effectiveness:
For every 10 new members added per
year, average worship attendance should
increase by 7.

Membership Retention

Return on Investment
How effective is our annual budget at
achieving mission goals?

Membership Funnel
How long does I take from first
engagement with a congregation to
membership and involvement?

Membership sources
How many member came form
attending programs?

Goal Completion Rate
Does your congregation have
measurable, concrete goals?
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Missional Budgets

Your Budget as a Mission
Statement
Mission is
our reason
for being,
our purpose

Priorities
are
reflected in
the manner
in which we
commit
resources

Mission is
reflected in
our
priorities

Organizations
resources are:
• Financial capital
• Human capital
• Physical capital
• Spiritual capital

Missional Reports
MISSIONAL BUDGET

STANDARD BUDGET

Budget

Budget
Worship

$75

Compensation

$125

Office Expense

15

Discipleship

37

Building

10

Community

53

Children and Youth

20

Pastoral Care

22

Administrative

40

Administration

13

TOTAL NEEDED

TOTAL NEEDED
$200

$200
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The church is just
another not for profit

A New Perspective on Giving
Members are
all different

Pastor as
Fund raiser
Pockets of
Giving

• Age
• Education
• Income
• Right person to do the
asking
• Right person to be asked
• Right amount
• Earned Income
• Capital
• Estate
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Church Financial
Accounting 101
Understanding the Technical Side of
the process

Overview
Accounting Basics
Creating Financial statements
Creating Budgets
Fund Accounting
Cash Management

Accounting as a 2nd Language
 The Entity Principle

 Going Concern

 Money Measurement

 Dual Aspect

 Conservatism Principle

 Realization Principle

 The Cost Concept

 Matching Principle

 The Materiality
Concept
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Terminology
Accrual basis versus Cash basis
Accounting
Accrual generally only relevant at end the
end of the fiscal year

Chart of Accounts
Listing of the various revenue and expense
categories to help organize cash flow

Fund Accounting Basics
Report of cash activity –
Cash received less cash paid out
According to budget categories
Result is a running balance of cash on
hand
Rather than Profit/Loss
Income and Expenditures tracked by “Fund”.

Designated or Restricted
Funds
 Donors may designate or "restrict" the use
of their donations to a particular purpose or
project.
 Each Fund is considered to be a separate
Entity
 Cash should not be co-mingled in the
general checking account
 Establish a Policy
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Elements
Revenue
Assets
Expenses
Liabilities

Surplus

Net Assets
(Equity)

Deficit

Accounting equation

Assets

Liabilities

Net
Assets

Amounts
owed to 3rd
parties

Assets owned
by “church”

Things of
Value

1-57

Assets =

Liab.

$ 500 = $

+

Net

Equity
Assets

200 + $

300
Net

Assets

-

$ 500

-

Liab.
$

=

Assets
Equity

200 = $

300
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1-58

Accounting Equation

Income and Expenses Impact
on Net Assets

Net Assets

Types of Transactions
Asset
Source

• Increase total Assets
• Increase total Claims

Asset
Exchange

• Increase one asset
• Decrease another asset

Asset Use

• Decrease total assets
• Decrease total Claims
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Temporary & Permanent
Accounts
TEMPORARY ACCOUNTS PERMANENT ACCOUNTS
 Revenues

 Assets

 Expenses

 Liabilities

 Track financial results for
a limited period of time.

 Net Assets

INCOME STATEMENT

 Track financial results
from year to year
BALANCE SHEET

Financial Statements
BALANCE SHEET
Event
Assets + Liabilities = Equity
Beg Balance
0
0
0

INCOME STATEMENT
Revenue - Expenses = Net Income
0
0
0

CASH FLOW
Cash Flow
0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
TOTAL

Income
Statement
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Balance
Sheet

Creating a Budget

Budgeting Process
What are you trying to measure
How much detail
Who is going to participate
What are the “Drivers”
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Church Budget
 Reflects the church’s mission
 Encompasses all Ministries
 Forward looking
 Leadership buys in
 Clearly communicated

Budgeting Revenues
 Past Results
 Trends
 General Economic Conditions
 Planned Changes
 Unexpected changes
 Pledging
 Faith based budget

Why do People give?
A Belief in the
Mission

A High Regard
for the Staff
Leadership

The Fiscal
Responsibility of
the institution

Being a part of
something that
changes lives

Sharing the
vision

Accountability
for wise use of
funds

“Changed
human beings”
Drucker

Trusting that
the vision will
be fulfilled

Donors need to
see positive
results
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The number of 501(c)(3)
Organizations 1996 - 2006
1200
1000
800
654

692

733

773

819

865

909

964

1010

1045 1064

600
400
200
0
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Giving USA Foundation/ Giving USA
2007

Giving to Religion as a % of
Total 2015

Giving USA Foundation/ Giving USA
2007

Budgeting Expenses
Historical
 Based off actual
expenses with
incremental
amounts added or
removed

Zero Based
 Ensures that
budget reflects
mission

 No “sacred cows”

 Straight Line
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Budgeting for “Profit”
 Difference between a “For Profit” and
“Not-for-Profit” is how the profit is used.
 The Balance Sheet reflects the boundaries
of the organization
 Structural blockage to adequate
capitalization

Uses of Profit
 Profit for Stability
 Profit for Personnel
 Profit for Innovation
 Profit for Growth
 Profit must be seen as a necessary
precondition for growth in mission not a
byproduct

Cash Management
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Guidelines
 Transparency
 Pay at regular intervals
 Cash flow projections
 Formalized

Any Further Thoughts?

Resources
 www.churchmetrics.com
 www.eccu.org
 http://www.financeforchurches.org/
 http://thomrainer.com/2013/03/ten-rules-of-thumb-for-healthy-churches/
 Not Your Parent’s Offering Plate. J. Clif Christopher
 http://2x2virtualchurch.com/5-key-performance-indicators-for-the-modernchurch/
 https://www.daveramsey.com/blog/how-to-have-a-healthy-church-budget
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